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Shall change beneath the summer showers
sons. She's only a factory girl, a lady 1'uretold of her. She has made the Lest
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' Or rainbow tinted flowers.
of neither birth or education, but a sim- of wives, and is one of the most brilliant
ple country lass, very pood in her way, ornaments of the circle she moves in.
The granite rocks disorganize
Lovell's friend married a silly, fashiou-aVl- e
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o
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From out the viewless air.
will never do. Shake off this love Ct ; former friends.
Their js no death the leaves may fall.
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morrow,"
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more
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There is no death ! An angel form
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have some comx.on sense in mc, aud I been installed mistress of this pretty reHe btars our best loved things away,
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VU buc sins been here a
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mouth, in which time I have become
lie leaves our hearts all desolate
FROM THE ARMY.
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lie plucks our fairest sweetest flowers; pietty well acquaiuteo) with Edith.
Transplanted into bliss, they now
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left t'iwn we both left :t beautifullv
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